UFDC & Digital Humanities (DH) Report

UFDC - Most Recent Usage Statistics

- December 2011 3,548,002 views

myUFDC/myDLOC Users
(Save to bookshelves, email item record with link, self-submit, monthly email usage reports)

- Total Users 2,500 +

UFDC - Individual Usage Reports

- Usage reports emailed to individual users 157

UFDC and Digital Humanities

- Standard project/program work: patron support; outreach/promotion for UFDC as digital humanities resource; maintaining reference statistics and materials, LibGuide, and documentation; liaison support of existing/new projects/programs; service team for OJS (listed in the Scholarly Communications report)
- Archive Journal, issue 2 (http://archivejournal.net/), innovative new journal funded by Mellon, featuring research by UF Libraries
- Digital scholarship project grant support: Vodou Archive; online exhibit mini-grant (minor support)

New/Pending Projects

- FEO Grant for Digital Humanities Collaboration with Emory (2/2012-5/14/2012)
- Digital Humanities Working Group (DHWG):
  - Co-leading with Sophia Acord from the Center for the Humanities & the Public Sphere
  - Preliminary meeting held 12/8; first meeting Jan. 18
  - Created email list: http://lists.ufl.edu/cgi-bin/wa?A0=DIGITAL-HUMANITIES-L
  - Developing inventory of digital humanities work at UF
- Digital Library of the Caribbean (dLOC) Manual revisions

DH Related Events

- Jan. 20-21, Conference: Digital Assembly Conference at UF, Keynote Bob Stein
- Planning, Workshop: Based on Recommendations for Researchers Digitizing Onsite and on a Budget in Archives and Libraries (http://ufdc.ufl.edu/AA00004672)